Recollection and familiarity represent two processes involved in episodic memory retrieval. We investigated how scopolamine (an antagonist of acetylcholine muscarinic receptors) influenced brain activity during memory retrieval, using a paradigm that separated recollection and familiarity. Eighteen healthy volunteers were recruited in a randomized, placebo-controlled, double-blind design using eventrelated fMRI. Participants were required to perform a verbal recognition memory task within the scanner, either under placebo or scopolamine conditions. Depending on the subcondition, participants were required to make a simple recognition decision (old/new items) or base their decision on more specific information related to prior experience (target/non-target/new items). We show a drug modulation in left prefrontal and perirhinal cortex during recollection. Such an effect was specifically driven by novelty and showed an inverse correlation with accuracy performance. Additionally, we show a direct correlation between drug-related signal change in left prefrontal and perirhinal cortices. We discuss the findings in terms of acetylcholine mediation of the familiarity/novelty signal through perirhinal cortex and the control of the relative signal strength through prefrontal cortex.
Introduction
The conscious experience of prior occurrence that accompanies human episodic memory retrieval in humans is complex, involving a number of different neuronal structures. It is widely believed that at least two types of processes are involved in episodic retrieval, namely recollection, the conscious experience of a previous event, and familiarity, where no contextual information is associated with the memory (Mandler, 1980; Hintzman et al., 1998; Yonelinas and Levy, 2002) . Moreover, it is widely asserted that these processes have separable anatomical and neurochemical substrates within the medial temporal lobe involving hippocampus and perirhinal cortex respectively Brown, 1999, 2005; Henson, 2005 ; but see Cipolotti et al., 2006) . A recent study, using event-related brain potentials and midazolam (an amnesia inducing benzodiazepine), has provided evidence for separate processes underlying familiarity and recollection (Curran et al., 2006) .
Recollection occurs inappropriately in the syndrome of confabulation, which typically arises from inferior medial prefrontal lesions, as for instance, following ruptured aneurysms of the anterior communicating artery. Some authors have argued for a double deficit account of confabulation, implicating episodic memory and executive functions (e.g. DeLuca and Cicerone, 1991; DeLuca, 1993; Fischer et al., 1995) . However, meta-analyses of reports of positive cases (Gilboa and Moscovitch, 2002) do not support this hypothesis.
A second possible explanation can be derived by considering a structure frequently found to be damaged in patients who confabulate, namely the basal forebrain Freedman, 1984, Damasio et al., 1985) . In the meta-analysis of Gilboa and Moscovitch (2002) , they reported that 32% of the 79 confabulating patients had damage to this region and in 10 it was the sole lesion detected. The basal forebrain is the seat of four overlapping pathways of cholinergic projection systems. This led Damasio et al. (1985) , when discussing a patient who manifested bizarre confabulation, to argue that "damage to the basal forebrain could lead to significant reduction of cholinergic input to temporal lobe structures and widespread regions of the association cortices. In both sites, the reduction might contribute to a memory defect" (p. 270). Two of the four basal forebrain cholinergic cell groups -Ch1 and Ch2 -project to the hippocampus (Mesulam, 2000) . A theoretical approach to cholinergic modulation of the hippocampus developed by Hasselmo et al. (1996) suggests that these inputs act as a switch to move from processing retrieval to encoding mode. Thus, as far as the hippocampus is concerned, loss of cholinergic input would predict reduced capacity for encoding, whereas confabulation is generally viewed as a disorder of retrieval (Moscovitch, 1989; Burgess and Shallice, 1996) . Two other principal cell groups in the basal forebrain include the Ch4 cell group, the major source of cholinergic input to the cortex. One possibility is that a lesion to this system gives rise to confabulation. Such a hypothesis could explain why a patient with a severe amnesia, as reported by Phillips et al. (1987) , with selective damage to the basal forebrain might not confabulate; the nucleus basalis, the site of origin of Ch4 neurons, was spared in this patient.
What then are the most critical cortical regions, as far as the cholinergic input is concerned, with respect to confabulation? The re-experience of prior episodes and its impairment in confabulation has been suggested to involve a complex interplay between online core memory retrieval systems involving medial temporal regions and prefrontal control systems (e.g. Moscovitch, 1989) . This potential involvement of prefrontal cortex is consistent with imaging studies of episodic memory retrieval that demonstrate extensive prefrontal activation (Tulving et al., 1994; Shallice et al., 1994; Lepage et al., 2000; Fletcher and Henson, 2001) . Moreover, it is known from a number of studies that loss of cholinergic input leads to reduced activation in prefrontal structures (e.g. Chudasama et al., 2004; Sperling et al., 2002) .
One hypothesis for the role of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in memory retrieval, particularly in the right hemisphere, is that it concerns monitoring and checking the products of the ecphoric process (Fletcher and Henson, 2001; Shallice, 2002; Cabeza et al., 2003) . One possibility is that these structures are deactivated as a result of loss of cholinergic input to the cortex, and this leads to impairment in the monitoring of retrieval errors. This can occur especially if there are additional memory problems with consequent production of confabulations. To test such a hypothesis, we investigated the effect of scopolamine on a complex memory retrieval task that strongly activates dorsolateral prefrontal cortex.
Scopolamine is a powerful antagonist of the muscarinic Ach receptors and blocks central cholinergic transmission. To our knowledge, Mintzer and Griffiths (2001) have conducted the only study to investigate the effect of scopolamine on retrieval using a paradigm separating recollection and familiarity processes. They examined the effects of low and high doses of scopolamine on the so-called Deese-Roediger false recognition paradigm (see Roediger and McDermott, 1995) . For low doses of scopolamine, recollection responses were reduced for correct recognition but were unaffected for the confabulatory so-called 'theme' recollection responses. In contrast, familiarity responses were unaffected. Thus, a higher proportion of recollection responses were spurious. At higher scopolamine dosages, all types of retrieval responses were reduced.
The task we employed in this study was adapted from that used by Henson et al. (1999a) , in turn based on the Jacoby exclusion task (Jacoby, 1996) . This task was chosen for two reasons. First, the contrast between Exclusion and Inclusion conditions potentially allows testing of differential effects of scopolamine on recollection (source memory) and familiarity to be examined. Second, as shown by Henson et al. (1999a) , the paradigm leads to extensive activation of lateral prefrontal cortex, both dorsolateral and ventrolateral, particularly on the right, which are likely to test Ch4 cholinergic target projection regions.
We recruited a group of young healthy volunteers to study the effect of scopolamine on this task. Memory retrieval abilities were separately tested under two different conditions: with and without the administration of scopolamine. The aim was to explore which brain regions are modulated by the cholinergic inputs during memory recollection. As we were concerned with the effects of scopolamine on a complex retrieval task and as scopolamine influences the efficiency of encoding, we administered the drug after the study phase, which meant that there was a much longer study-test gap compared with the Henson et al. (1999a) study. Furthermore, for simplicity, source memory requirements were solely based on spatial position, color and font size.
Methods

Subjects
The present event-related functional MR imaging study involved a group of 18 right-handed, native English-speaking healthy volunteers (11 women and 7 men; mean age = 25.9 years; SD = 4.3; range = 19-33) with no history of medical or psychiatric disorders. All were recruited from a pool of psychology students. Each volunteer participated in two different sessions (drug and placebo randomly appointed) separated by a 7-to 10-day interval. Ethical approval from the Joint Ethics Committee of the National Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery and the Institute of Neurology and written informed consent were obtained before study initiation.
Experimental procedure and cognitive paradigm
For each session (drug or placebo), the cognitive task involved the following two experimental conditions: (1) Encoding (study) and (2) Recognition (test) phase. The recognition phase was split in two different subconditions: (2a) inclusion (I), requiring a simple recognition decision; (2b) exclusion (E), involving a judgment based on the retrieval of more specific information related to prior experience (context).
After the study phase, 0.4 mg of scopolamine or saline (placebo) was randomly administered to each subject using a double-blinded placebo-controlled drug administration technique. Each subject received an intravenous cannula into his/her left cubital fossa, and an infusion of either scopolamine or saline was administered, depending on the session. All subjects had their blood pressure and pulse frequency checked after injection and were given questionnaires to document subjective ratings of potential side effects. These questionnaires included the subjective feelings reported in the Bond and Larder scale (Bond and Lader, 1974) and three additional adverse reactions associated with scopolamine (dizziness, dry mouth and blurred vision). Subjects were asked to score each item ranging from 0 (absence of any abnormality) to 6 (abnormality strongly present). Each participant was scanned 90 min after injection, with an event-related fMRI paradigm of the recognition task.
In each condition, the presented words were 4-to 9-letter nouns with imageability values ranging from 550 to 700 (MRC Psycholinguistic Database; http://www.psy.uwa.edu.au/mrcdatabase/ uwa _ mrc.htm). The timing of all the events for each trial in the test phase is schematically summarized in Fig. 1 . The encoding condition was conducted outside the scanner using a laptop. It was characterized by the visual presentation of one hundred and twenty sequential low and medium frequency [T-LFRQ <150] words (four matched blocks with 30-item repetition each). Each item was randomly presented for 3.5 s in association with one of two equally frequent possible contextual patterns (large sized word in blue appearing at the top or small sized word in red appearing at the bottom of the screen). The subjects had to memorize both the word and its contextual pattern (position/color/size). The block presentation was randomly ordered.
The recall phase was conducted inside the scanner during fMRI data acquisition. The subjects were presented with four pseudorandomly selected blocks (two for each subcondition, inclusion and exclusion) with 45 centrally presented words colored black positioned in the center of the screen. One hundred and twenty words (60 low and 60 medium frequency) had been already presented in the study phase (half in each encoding pattern), and sixty were new words. In each block, 15 null events (a black cross positioned in the center of a white screen for the duration of one trial) were randomly interspersed. One of the following two schemes was randomly adopted in each experiment: (1) IEEI; (2) EIIE.
During the inclusion condition of the recall phase, the subjects were requested to judge, by pressing one of two buttons, whether the presented word had already been seen in the encoding phase (target items) or not (new items). During the exclusion phase, subjects were asked to decide whether the word had already been presented during the encoding phase with a given contextual pattern (target) or not (non-target and new items).
Imaging and image processing
MRI data were acquired from a 3 T Allegra system (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). Functional images were collected by echoplanar T2* sequence using BOLD (blood-oxygenation-level-dependent) contrast. Each acquired volume consisted of 40 axial slices with a 2.0 mm thickness and a 0.5 mm distance factor in order to cover the entire brain, with an effective repetition time of 2.6 s. The scanner was synchronized with the presentation of each block, and the ratio of inter-scan to inter-stimulus interval ensured that voxels were sampled at different phases relative to stimulus onset. The first five volumes were discarded to allow for T1 equilibration effects. In order to correct for geometric distortions that particularly affect EPI images acquired at high magnetic field, we also collected at the beginning of each study a fieldmap based on a set of dual echo-time images (TE 1 = 29 ms, TE 2 = 19 ms). Each EPI fieldmap was processed (Hutton et al., 2002) using the SPM2 fieldmap toolbox to produce a voxel displacement map indicating the static field distortions. All the acquired EPI images were then realigned to the first image of the first session using the 'Realign + Unwrap' routine in SPM2, including the calculated voxel displacement map. This procedure corrected for distortions at each time point by combining the measured fieldmap with the estimated changes in field due to head motion, as described by Hutton et al. (2004) . The EPI images were then normalized to a standard echoplanar image template and smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of 8 mm full-width half maximum.
Statistical analysis of images
Data were processed using MATLAB 6.5 (MathWork, Natick, MA) and SPM2 (Wellcome Dept. Cogn. Neurol., London; http:// www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) and analyzed with a general linear model for event-related designs, using a random-effects analysis. Data were then globally scaled and high-passed-filtered to 1/ 128 Hz to remove low-frequency noise. For each subject and session (drug or placebo), the following events were modeled separately using the button press time as onset and dividing each of them in events that obtained correct or incorrect answers: (a) inclusion target items; (b) inclusion new items; (c) exclusion target items; (d) exclusion non-target items; (e) exclusion new items. In Fig. 1 . The fMRI paradigm used during retrieval is schematically represented. In each trial, a black colored word positioned in the center of the computer screen was presented for 3.5 s. Between each word presentation, subjects were asked to focus on a central fixation cross. Null events (a black cross positioned in the center of a white screen for the duration of one trial) were randomly intermixed with actual trials. During the inclusion condition, subjects were requested to judge, by button pressing, whether the presented word had already been seen (target items) or not (new items) during the encoding phase. During the exclusion condition, subjects were asked to press a button both if the word was old and had previously been presented in one of the two contexts (target items) and another button in all other cases (non-target and new items). See Methods for further details.
those trials in which the answer was missed (separately grouped), the average reaction time calculated over the entire block was used as onset time. The same conditions modeled in the single subject analysis were included in the random-effects analysis using a oneway analysis of variance (ANOVA) design. The baseline included the null events and the cross fixation, which separated each trial from the following one. Neither was modeled.
To limit the number of statistical tests and the attendant risk of false-positives, the overall BOLD effects related with the inclusion and exclusion task for each session (placebo or scopolamine) were investigated by collapsing the different subconditions modeled: (1) inclusion condition vs. baseline; (2) exclusion condition vs. baseline; (3) inclusion condition vs. exclusion condition; (4) exclusion condition vs. inclusion condition. The effect of the scopolamine, which represents the main interest in the present study, was separately investigated for inclusion (inclusion-placebo vs. exclusion-placebo > inclusion-scopolamine vs. exclusion-scopolamine) and exclusion (exclusion-placebo vs. inclusion-placebo > exclusion-scopolamine vs. inclusion-scopolamine). For the comparisons investigating activation versus baseline, we report P corrected < 0.05, while differential effects and interactions are reported at P uncorrected < 0.001. Stereotaxic coordinates are reported in Talairach space and correspond to the standard MNI brain (Cocosco et al., 1997) . These coordinates bear a close, but not exact, match to the atlas of Talairach and Tournoux (1998) .
To investigate the possible correlations between individual subject behavioral performance and the activation changes of those areas that have been found to be modulated by scopolamine, the Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient was used. To correct for multiple comparisons and to minimize the risk of type II errors, a Bonferroni correction was applied and only P values ≤ 0.0008 were considered statistically significant. For each subcondition (target and new for inclusion, and target, non-target and new for exclusion), the percentage of correct answers was correlated with the change in activation (expressed as the percentage difference from the mean value calculated over the entire population of studied subjects).
Results
Accuracy and reaction time data
None of the subjects reported side effects after placebo administration. However, 3 of the 18 subjects were excluded from the analysis due to excessive sedation during the drug session. After scopolamine administration, they expressed a decrease in alertness (mean = 4.67; SD = 0.58), a moderate dry mouth (mean = 3.67; SD = 0.44) and dizziness (mean = 3.41; SD = 0.54) on a scale of 0 to 6. All other subjects, under scopolamine, reported modest side effects (ranging from 1 to 2) that included a dry mouth and dizziness only. None of them reported a change in alertness. The performance of the remaining 15 subjects was analyzed separately for the inclusion and exclusion conditions. A 2 (drug vs. placebo) × 2 (target vs. new) repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted on the inclusion data, and a separate 2 (drug vs. placebo) × 3 (target vs. non-target vs. new) ANOVA was conducted on the exclusion data. Post hoc analyses were performed using Bonferroni t tests.
In the inclusion condition, a 2 × 2 repeated-measures ANOVA demonstrated a significant main effect of response [F(1,14) = 23.40, P < 0.0001] where new responses were identified significantly more accurately than target responses. There was no effect of drug or response × drug interaction [F(1,14) < 0.34]. In the exclusion condition, a 2 × 3 ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of response [F(2,28) = 11.56, P < 0.0001] and post hoc analysis showed that new items were correctly identified significantly better than non-targets and targets. There was no main effect of drug [F(1,14) = 0.17 or response × drug interaction [F(2,28) = 0.17].
In terms of the reaction time data, a 2 (drug vs. placebo) × 2 (inclusion vs. exclusion) × 2 (old vs. new) repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted. There was a significant main effect of condition [F(1,14) = 41.36, P < 0.0001] where correct responses in the exclusion condition were made significantly more slowly than correct responses in the inclusion condition. There was also a significant condition × response interaction [F(1,14) = 71.34, P < 0.0001]. Post hoc analysis using Bonferroni t tests demonstrated that the response times for correctly identified old items (targets and non targets) were significantly slower in the exclusion condition than the inclusion condition. However, the response times for correctly identified new items did not significantly differ across conditions. There was no main effect of drug [F(1,14 Table 1 .
Imaging findings
Placebo session
Contrasting the inclusion condition against the baseline, we observed activation in a number of different regions (predominantly left lateralized) that survived after correction for multiple comparisons (P FWE corrected < 0.05). This activation response is summarized in Table 2 .
Contrasting the exclusion condition against the baseline, a much more widespread pattern of activation (again, predominantly left lateralized) than that obtained in the inclusion condition was found (see Table 3 ). Contrasting the inclusion with exclusion condition (exclusion minus inclusion) revealed significant effects. These included bilateral medial frontal gyrus (BA6), anterior (BA 24, 32) and posterior cingulate (BA 23,31), precuneus (BA 7), the angular gyrus (BA 40), occipital lobe (BA 18,19) and cerebellum. There also was the unilateral involvement of the left supramarginal gyrus (BA 39), pre-(BA 4, 6) and postcentral (BA 1, 2, 3) gyri, frontal gyri (BA 8, 9, 11), the left fusiform gyrus (BA 20, 37) and the inferior parietal lobe (BA 7). Additional subcortical activations were noted in the region of the left red nucleus and substantia nigra (see Table 4 ).
Drug effects
The interaction between drug and inclusion/exclusion condition (inclusion-placebo vs. exclusion-placebo > inclusion-scopolamine vs. exclusion-scopolamine) was significant in a number of regions. The interaction effects between drug and inclusion condition (inclusion-placebo vs. exclusion-placebo > inclusion-scopolamine vs. exclusion-scopolamine) indicated that a few regions were modulated by scopolamine in the inclusion task compared to the exclusion task, most notably the left inferior frontal gyrus (BA 9, 45) and left cerebellum.
Conversely, the opposite interaction showed scopolamine modulated activity in several regions. These regions include the medial frontal gyri (BA6) bilaterally, the left superior (BA9) and middle frontal gyrus (BA 6), the right medial frontal gyrus (BA 8), the left anterior (BA 24) and right posterior (BA 23,31) cingulate, the left perirhinal cortex (BA 36), the left superior Abbreviations: sup = superior; inf = inferior; ant = anterior; post = posterior; mid = middle; med = medial; R = right; L = left; B = bilateral; BA = Brodmann area. The extension of each area (size) is expressed in number of voxels. Only regions that were statistically significant at uncorrected level (P corrected < 0.05) with a size of 10 or more voxels have been considered. See text for further details. Abbreviations: sup = superior; inf = inferior; ant = anterior; post = posterior; mid = middle; med = medial; R = right; L = left; B = bilateral; BA = Brodmann area. The extension of each area (size) is expressed in number of voxels. Only regions that were statistically significant at uncorrected level (P corrected < 0.05) with a size of 10 or more voxels have been considered. See text for further details.
temporal gyrus (BA 22), the right inferior parietal lobule (BA5, 7) and cerebellum (see Table 5A ). Investigation of the simple main effect (inclusion minus exclusion) under scopolamine revealed a similar pattern of drug modulation to that observed in the interaction between drug and exclusion condition. Such results are summarized in Table 5B . The same contrast under placebo did not reveal any significant difference. Examination of parameter estimates indicated that these effects were driven by responses to new items, as shown in Fig. 2 . To further investigate such an effect and better address its interpretation, contrasts between old and new items were separately performed for each task (inclusion and exclusion), both under placebo and scopolamine. Consistent with the results obtained from the interaction between drug and exclusion condition (see Table 5A ), when testing the reduction in BOLD signal for new compared to old (target and non target) items during the exclusion task under scopolamine, there were significant differences in the left superior (BA9) and middle (BA6) frontal gyri, the left perirhinal cortex and cingulate (see Table 6 ). No differences were found for old-new contrasts when considering individually the inclusion task under scopolamine and both tasks (inclusion and exclusion) under placebo. We next examined both the placebo and scopolamine data, for correlations between individual subject behavioral performance, in terms of percentage accuracy for target and new items (inclusion condition), and target, non-target and new items (exclusion condition), in regions modulated by scopolamine (reported in Tables 5 and 6). We found statistically significant correlations (inverse) between behavioral performance during new item presentation in the exclusion condition under scopolamine and the percentage of signal change in left superior frontal gyrus (BA9) [R = − 0.89, P < 0.0001] and left perirhinal cortex (BA36) [R = − 0.82, P < 0.0001]. As these two areas both showed a significant correlation with behavioral performance for new items, we next conducted a further Spearman's test to determine whether the percentage signal change in BA 9 and 36 was correlated. We found a significant positive correlation (R = 0.68, P= 0.004; all significant correlations are shown in Fig. 3 ). Abbreviations: sup = superior; inf = inferior; ant = anterior; post = posterior; mid = middle; med = medial; R = right; L = left; B = bilateral; BA = Brodmann area. The extension of each area (size) is expressed in number of voxels. Only regions that were statistically significant at uncorrected level (P uncorrected < 0.001) with a size of 10 or more voxels have been considered. See text for further details. Abbreviations: sup = superior; inf = inferior; ant = anterior; post = posterior; mid = middle; med = medial; R = right; L = left; B = bilateral; BA = Brodmann area. The extension of each area (size) is expressed in number of voxels. Only regions that were statistically significant at uncorrected level (P uncorrected < 0.001) with a size of 10 or more voxels have been considered. See text for further details.
The imaging data used to produce the results presented above were globally scaled. The use of global scaling was motivated by the possibility that drug-induced changes in global activity might affect the comparison with normal controls. Nevertheless, global scaling may cause artifactual deactivations when there are extended regions responding to a particular condition. To exclude such a potential confound, correlations between the global signal and the contrasts [inclusion minus exclusion], and [old minus new items] in the exclusion task, were tested separately for placebo and scopolamine. None of the four correlational values exceed ±0.1 (average across subjects), thus indicating that there was no systematic relationship between the global signal and the effects of interest.
Discussion
In the present study, we investigated the effects of scopolamine during complex source memory retrieval. The adapted paradigm was a modified version of the memory exclusion task of Jacoby (1996) . We obtained a surprising set of findings for the effect of scopolamine during the exclusion condition, which were expressed when subjects responded to novel stimuli.
The study was set up to investigate the effect of scopolamine on prefrontal operations involved in source memory. The most surprising finding was a relative specificity in the modulation of a small set of brain regions through scopolamine and its highly specific relation to behavioral performance. Thus, scopolamine modulation effects were few as far as the interaction between drug effect and the inclusion condition was concerned. With the exception of the cerebellum, only two areas of the left inferior frontal gyrus were involved. Conversely, comparing the inclusion condition with baseline under placebo, the activation was mainly posterior (see Table 2 ). More critically, the signal change in these Abbreviations: sup = superior; inf = inferior; ant = anterior; post = posterior; mid = middle; med = medial; R = right; L = left; B = bilateral; BA = Brodmann area. The extension of each area (size) is expressed in number of voxels. Only regions that were statistically significant at uncorrected level (P uncorrected < 0.001) with a size of 10 or more voxels have been considered. See text for further details.
regions was not associated with any behavioral effect when performing the inclusion task.
A strikingly different pattern of activation and drug modulation was found when considering the exclusion task. Under placebo, there were widespread regions of activation in the exclusion condition compared to baseline (see Table 3 ). However, the interaction between drug and exclusion produced a more restricted set of regions, which showed greater difference in activation between exclusion and inclusion under scopolamine as compared to placebo (see Table 5 ); the critical regions being predominantly frontal and temporal. The region with the greatest Z score -the left superior frontal gyrus (BA 9) -showed a distinctive activation pattern across the different response categories (target, non-target and new items), and this had a behavioral correlate. There was little difference in activation between scopolamine and placebo when participants correctly identified targets (old items in the same spatial position) or non-targets (old items in a different spatial position). Similarly, there was no difference between scopolamine and placebo in either the old or new conditions in the inclusion task. However, when participants responded to new items in the exclusion condition, there was a significant modulation with scopolamine compared to placebo (see Fig. 2A ). Moreover, this modulation was inversely correlated with accuracy for new items across subjects (see Fig. 3A ). This shows that effect is not a mere epiphenomenon created in the imaging analysis procedures. The second of these regions, left perirhinal cortex (BA 36), showed a similar effect both with respect to the pattern of drug modulation and the correlation with behavioral data (see Figs. 2B and 3B). Moreover, there was a direct correlation between the scopolaminerelated signal change in these two regions (see Fig. 3C ).
How might this pattern of performance be explained? The deactivation occurs in the exclusion task only, not the inclusion task. This is the task where, for one group of stimuli, recollection and familiarity processes produce conflicting response tendencies. This suggests that the phenomenon may arise in the processes involved in the control of to what extent recollection and/or familiarity processes are operative. This explanation would require a second system or systems to control the relative strength of the familiarity and recollection signals, and so, the activity of perirhinal cortex. A candidate structure should have levels of activation that correlate with those of perirhinal cortex, as was the case for the left inferior frontal gyrus (BA9) in the current experiment (see Figs. 2 and 3) . In fact, another study contrasting recollection and familiarity directly reported peak activation in a similar region only 1 cm distant. This study involved the Remember-Know paradigm, in which subjects must decide whether they can recollect having previously consciously experienced a stimulus or whether they simply find it familiar (Henson et al., 1999b) . The region was deactivated during Know (familiarity) compared to Remember (recollection) responses.
What specifically could the control signal be doing? There seem to be two possibilities. One depends on the way the perirhinal cortex has been held by a number of authors to mediate a familiarity effect. Familiar stimuli lead to overall reduced neural activity in perirhinal cortex compared to novel stimuli (Aggleton and Brown, 2005) . On this basis, new stimuli should evoke greater activation in perirhinal cortex than old stimuli do. If the effect of scopolamine is to produce a reduced activation in the left perirhinal cortex when new items are presented, the neural representation of new stimuli would masquerade as familiar stimuli. Therefore, we argue that, due to the effect of scopolamine on perirhinal cortex, it would be difficult under scopolamine to respond to an item as 'New' on the basis of a lack of a familiarity signature. Instead, the presence or absence of any recollection signal provides the sole basis for deciding whether a stimulus is in fact old or new. Thus, the system would need to base its response on recollection alone. By contrast, in the placebo condition, the judgment that an item is new can be based on familiarity as well as recollection. However, on this explanation, there is no simple account of why the effect occurs only in the exclusion and not also in the inclusion condition. A second possibility arises from the finding in the behavioral literature that it is impairments in acquisition rather than retrieval that are obtained under the administration of scopolamine (Ghoneim and Mewaldt, 1977; Petersen, 1977; Rosier et al., 1998) . Acquisition effects operate on new stimuli or at least stimuli or stimulus combinations that are not yet well-learned. Thus, since the current phenomenon occurs in the processing of new stimuli, it might be seen as a side effect of acquisition processes. Moreover, it is known that, even when scopolamine affects encoding, it impairs subsequent free recall more than subsequent recognition (see Hasselmo and Wyble, 1997) . This suggests -but does not demonstrate -that encoding for subsequent recollection-based judgments is more impaired than encoding for subsequent familiarity-based ones. The alternative possibility thus is the inverse of the first, namely that in the exclusion condition -which generally requires recollection, the New stimuli, specifically, are best processed under scopolamine using the familiarity signal rather than the recollection one and subjects doing so perform best. This is less of an issue for inclusion since there are no other stimuli for which the use of a recollection response is necessary. Moreover, in the Henson et al. (1999b) study, this region is deactivated for a 'Know', i.e. familiarity-based response. Thus, in this account, deactivation of perirhinal cortex is a sign of its being used!
The commonality between these two accounts is that they involve a control system which must oversee the selection of recollection and familiarity processes. Cholinergic-mediated involvement of the medial prefrontal cortex in this hypothetical memory control process may also relate to an analogous cholinergic role in associated structures -that is vigilance control in the rat . Selecting between the two hypotheses would require further studies.
Another important issue in the study is whether the cholinergic input potentiates a monitoring process controlled by the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. Our experimental paradigm involved a source memory -exclusion -condition that was argued by Henson et al. (1999a) to require this monitoring process. With certain exceptions, the overall pattern of results found by Henson et al. (1999a) was replicated. However, in the exclusion condition, the regions more activated compared to baseline were considerably more extensive than in the previous study, but included the main activated areas in the equivalent Henson et al. (1999a) contrast. One difference was that the anterior activations were more left lateralized in the current study, while they were more bilateral in the Henson et al. (1999a) study. This would fit with the findings of Dobbins et al. (2004) that monitoring based on spatial position, as in the current study, tends to be more left prefrontally based. In the Henson et al. (1999a) study, the source memory task also required knowledge of the list a word was presented in (temporal context), as well as its spatial position, but only the latter cue was relevant in the present study.
Turning to the effects of scopolamine, behaviorally it had little effect on accuracy across different conditions, with the exception discussed above (new item recognition in the exclusion condition). As far as the imaging results were concerned, the most important finding was that the set of regions involved in the interaction between drug and exclusion task did not overlap with the regions activated more in the exclusion task versus baseline contrast in the Henson et al. (1999a) study. Regions held to be involved in conscious monitoring or checking of the retrieval output, namely the mid-dorsolateral regions, particularly on the right, were not involved in the interaction between drug and exclusion task. There was therefore no support -either behaviorally or from imagingfor the hypothesis that the basal forebrain cholinergic system might modulate the prefrontal structures responsible for monitoring the memory output. Therefore, this study provides no support for the hypothesis that impairments of this process due to lack of potentiation by the cholinergic system are involved in the causation of confabulations.
